Pros and Cons of Health Supplements
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Abstract: While the benefits of protein supplements don’t measure up to those you’ll get from real foods, they are a close second place. In combination with balanced eating and a fitness plan, protein supplements can help you lose weight, put on lean muscle and satisfy your daily nutritional requirements. Some pros of protein supplements are:
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Weight Loss
According to research published in “The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition” in 2008, protein is more satiating than either fat or carbohydrates. That means protein supplements may be effective at making you feel full with fewer total calories than foods rich in carbohydrates or fats. In a study published in 2010 by researchers at the University of Ulm, subjects who used high - protein meal replacements as part of a low - calorie diet lost more weight and fat mass throughout the course of a year than subjects who did not use the supplements.

Muscle Gain
Protein supplements can also help when you’re trying to gain lean muscle. According to Rice University, adults who want to put on muscle should strength train several times per week and increase their protein intake from 0.4 to 0.6 grams per pound of body weight per day to between 0.6 and 0.9 grams. A study published in 2001 from St. Francis Xavier University’s Department of Human Kinetics found that participants who used whey protein supplements showed greater improvement in strength performance and muscle mass gain after six weeks than subjects who received a placebo.

Daily Nutrition
If your diet lacks high - quality sources of protein, taking supplements will allow you to get the nutrients you need. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend that adult women get at least 46 grams of protein daily and adult men get at least 56 grams. Vegans and athletes building muscle may need extra protein, which they can find in supplements.

Muscle Recovery
There is some evidence that protein powder, especially fast - acting whey protein, can accelerate muscle recovery. In a study published in 2017 in the journal Nutrients, scientists measured athletes’ peak power, the reps of certain exercises they could complete and their maximum strengths during a typical workout and then both 10 and 24 hours after taking whey protein. Moderate improvements showed after 10 hours, but after 24 hours, the participants had made significant gains in all three areas.

Fight Illness
Having a strong immune system requires a well - balanced diet containing proper amounts of all essential nutrients – including protein. Whether you are battling the flu or fighting a chronic condition, researchers have found that as you age, you’re less likely to consume adequate food and more likely to fall behind on your protein intake putting your body at risk.

Successful Aging
As you age, your body starts to breakdown muscle tissue faster than you build it. Often referred to as sarcopenia, this age related muscle loss begins in your 40’s and increases exponentially as you age having a significant impact on your strength, vitality and independence. To stop this loss researchers have discovered that a good protein intake, particularly milk proteins at each meal, is one of the keys to maintaining muscle. Milk proteins, casein and whey, are considered to be high quality proteins due to their essential amino acid composition, rate of digestion and absorption and positive impact on muscle strength.

Inferior Nutrition
In a battle between supplements and whole foods, according to the Mayo Clinic, whole foods are the clear winner. “Supplements aren't intended to be a food substitute because they can't replicate all of the nutrients and benefits of whole foods,” write the clinic’s staff members. If you rely on supplements, you’ll miss out on getting as much dietary fiber and as many natural and protective substances – such as phytochemicals and antioxidants – that you would have obtained by eating protein - rich whole foods.

Hidden Calories
Some protein supplements are relatively low in calories, containing minimal amounts of carbs and fat; they are similar in calories to a can of tuna or a chicken breast. Other protein supplements have hidden calories, however, which can cause you to gain weight. If your protein powder has
more than 150 calories or 3 grams of sugar per serving, it could be doing you more harm than good.

Getting Heavy
A high intake of protein supplements - around three servings per day - could result in a high exposure to heavy metals, according to an article on the Sports Dietitians Australia website. This is probably due to cross-contamination in the manufacturing process. If you’re getting protein from shakes, limit your servings to one to two a day, and include protein from whole-food sources, such as meat, fish, dairy, and beans.

Digestive Problems
That lack of fiber in supplements is one factor that can cause digestive problems, including constipation and diverticulitis. For that reason alone, Mayo Clinic nutritionist, Katherine Zeratsky, R. D., L. D., recommends following high-protein diets only on a short-term basis. You may be able to avoid some digestive issues by following a high-fiber diet, choosing a protein product that is fortified with fiber or taking a daily fiber supplement, so check nutritional labels when you’re shopping.

Kidney Risks
If protein supplements consistently put you past your recommended daily requirements, you may be subject to developing kidney problems because the kidneys are involved in breaking down protein. If you already have kidney disease, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports that supplements could further impair the organs, essentially throwing them into overdrive by making them work harder to expel excess waste by-products.

Side Effects of Excess Protein

1) Weight gain: Excess calories from excess protein may be stored as body fat.
2) Intestinal irritation: Too much protein has been linked to constipation, diarrhea and/or excessive gas.
3) Dehydration: Experts advise drinking a half gallon of water per 100 grams of protein.
4) Seizures: Seizures have been linked to excess protein intake – but only if insufficient amounts of water are consumed.
5) Increase in liver enzymes
6) Risk of heart disease: This is a bit misleading. A healthy high-protein diet is not associated with heart disease. But if you are getting all of your protein from unhealthy sources that are loaded in unhealthy fats, obviously the risk for heart disease will increase.
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